Generation of Vaccinia Virus Gene Deletion Mutants Using Complementing Cell Lines.
This protocol describes how to couple two techniques, the generation of complementing cells lines and production of viral deletion mutants, to rapidly construct novel tools for poxvirus analysis. Specifically, the production and utilization of a complementing cell line expressing a poxvirus gene of interest are critical for the generation of poxvirus mutants in which essential genes are disrupted. Complementing cells are also valuable for the characterization of vaccinia genes in the absence of infection. Here, we detail the process of isolating vaccinia virus deletion mutants. Deletion mutant generation involves homologous recombination between replicating viral DNA and transfected DNA followed by selection and screening on a complementing cell line that provides the deleted gene in trans. Finally, deletion is confirmed by polymerase chain reaction, sequencing, and functional assays if available.